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Please note that while all degrees are conferred, only doctoral graduates process
across the stage. Though taking photos from your seats during the ceremonj is
not prohibited, we request that guests respect each other's comfort and
enjoyment by not standing and blocking other people's views. Photos of
graduates can he purchased from Commencement Photos (978-851-5924).
videotapes can be purchased from Northeast Photo Network (410-789-6001;
nephotonet@aol.com) and orders placed at the ncarln information table.
Wv appreciate your cooperation.1
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2012 with funding from
LYRASIS Members and Sloan Foundation
http://archive.org/details/commencement2002
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Order of Procession
Marshals
Peter Maloney Gert Cauwenberghs
Mario Catalan David Nirenberg
Laurie Detenbeck Michael E. Paulaitis
William Eaton Peter B. Petersen
Howard E. Egeth Brenda C. Rapp
Ralph Etienne-Cummings Debra Roter
Mark Katz Margaret Soderstrom
Tobie S. Meyer-Fong Janeen Taylor
The Graduates
Marshals
Sharon Kingsland Gerald M. Masson
The Faculties
Marshals
Matthew A. Crenson Cila Herman
The Deans
Members of the Society ofScholars
The Trustees
Officers of the University
ChiefMarshal
Betsy M. Bryan
The President of The Johns Hopkins University
Alumni Association
The University Chaplain
The Faculty Reader, Doctoral Candidates
The Honorary Degi'ee Candidates
The Provost of the University
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees









Minuet (Royal Fireworks Music)
George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)




The audience is requested to stand as the
Processional moves into the area and to
remain standing until after The National Anthem.
Festive Marches from Belshazzar, Floridante, Ezio,
Scipione, Saint Cecilia's Day, and Rinaldo





George Frideric Handel (1685-1759)
Invocation
Sharon M. K. Kugler
University Chaplain
The National Anthem of the United States ofAmerica
Sung by Chad Michael Freeburg, 2002 Graduate
Greetings
Raymond A. "Chip" Mason
Chainnan of the Board of Trustees
Greetings
Iredell W. Iglehart III
President of
The Johns Hopkins University Alumni Association



















Provost and Senior Vice Presidentfor Academic Affairs







*to be presented at The Zanvyl Krieger School of
Arts and Sciences and The G. W. C. Whiting School of
Engineering Undergraduate Diploma Ceremony this afternoon
**presented at the Centennial ofNanjing University in






Conferring of Degrees on Candidates
Bachelors ofScience in Biomedical Engineering Bachelors ofScience
Bachelors ofScience in Chemical Engineering PRESENTED BY
Bachelors ofScience in Civil Engineering Martha N. Hill
Bachelors ofScience in Computer Engineering Interim Dean, The School ofNursing
Bachelors ofScience in Computer Science
Bachelors ofScience in Electrical Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Engineering Mechanics
Bachelors ofScience in Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelors ofScience in Mathematical Sciences
Bachelors ofScience in Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor ofArts
Undergraduate Certificates in Business
Bachelors ofScience
Bachelors ofLiberal Arts
Graduate Certificates in Business
Graduate Certificates in Education
Bachelors ofArts in Biomedical Engineering
Bachelors ofArts in Computer Science
Bachelors ofArts in Geography
PRESENTED BY
Ralph Fessler
Dean, The School ofProfessional Studies in Business and Education
Bachelors ofArts in Mathematical Scie?ices
Bachelors ofMechanical Engineering Masters ofScience
PRESENTED BY Masters ofBusiness Administration
Ilene Busch-Vishniac
Dean, The G.W.C. Whiting School ofEngineering
Masters ofAits in Teaching
Post-Masters Certificates in Business
Post-Master's Certificates in Education
Bachelors ofScience in Biology
Certificates ofAdvanced Graduate Study




Dean, The School ofProfessional Studies in Business and Education
Richard E. McCarty
James Barclay Knapp Dean
The Zanvyl Krieger School ofArts and Sciences
Masters ofScience in Nursing
Masters of Science in Nursing/Masters ofBusiness Administration
Masters of Science in Nursing/Masters of Public Health




Interim Dean. The School ofNursing
Robert Sirota














Dean, The Bloomberg School ofPublic Health
Masters of hiternational Public Policy









Frances Watt Baker and Lenox D. Baker Jr.
Dean ofthe Medical Faculty
Graduate Certificates
Certificates of Continuing Engineering Studies
Masters of Chemical Engineering









Dean, The G.W.C. Wlnting School ofEngineering
Masters ofArts
Masters ofScience
Masters ofScience in Biotechnology
Masters ofScience in Developmental Psychology
Masters ofScience in Environmental Sciences and Policy
Masters ofArts in Applied Economics
Master ofArts in Government
Masters ofLiberal Arts
Masters ofArts in Writing
PRESENTED BY
Richard E. McCarty
James Barclay Knapp Dean




Dean, The School ofProfessional Studies
in Business and Education
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Aitist Diplomas Doctors ofPhilosophy
Doctors ofMusical Arts PRESENTED BY
PRESENTED BY Ilene Busch-Vishniac
Robert Sirota Dean, The G. W. C. Whiting School ofEngineering
Director, The Peabody Institute
Doctors ofPhilosophy
Doctors ofPhilosophy PRESENTED BY
PRESENTED BY Richard E. McCarty
Martha N. Hill James
Barclay Knapp Dean
Interim Dean, The School ofNursing
The Zanvyl Krieger School ofArts and Sciences
Doctors ofScience
Recessional
Doctors ofPublic Health Fanfare (La Peri)




Dean, The Bloomberg School of Public Health
March (Fidelio)





Interim Dean, The Paul H. Nitze School of
The audience is requested to remain standing
until the principals, officials, members of the faculties, and
the graduates have left the area.
Advanced International Studies
Music has been provided by the
Doctors ofMedicine




Frances Watt Baker and Lenox I). Baker Jr.




The Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International
Studies Diploma Award Ceremony is at 3 p.m. this
afternoon at Constitution Hall, 18th and D Streets N.W.,
Washington, D.C. CNN anchor and host Wolf Blitzer is
the speaker. A reception at the Nitze School follows the
ceremony.
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences and
The G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering Under-
graduate Diploma Ceremony is at 1:45 p.m. this afternoon
on Garland Field. NBC Nightly News anchor and managing
editor Tom Brokaw is the speaker.
The Zanvyl Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
Master's Diploma Ceremony is at 6:30 p.m. this evening in
Shriver Hall Auditorium. Food and Drug Administration
senior research scientist Bernard A. Schwetz is the speaker.
A reception in the Levering Union Glass Pavilion follows
immediately. Ph.D. recipients from Arts and Sciences and
their guests are also welcome.
The School of Medicine Diploma Award Ceremony is
at 2:30 p.m. this afternoon at Meyerhoff Symphony Hall at
Cathedral and Preston Streets in Baltimore. Director of the
Office of Public Health Preparedness of the United States
Department of Health and Human Services Donald
Henderson is the speaker.
The School of Nursing Diploma Award Ceremony is at
4 p.m. this afternoon in Turner Auditorium at the School of
Medicine. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
School of Nursing Dean and Professor Linda Cronenwett is
the speaker.
The Peabody Institute Diploma Award Ceremony is at
8 p.m. this evening in the Miriam A. Friedberg Concert Hall
at the Conservatory. Bobby McFerrin, who will receive the
George Peabody Medal for Outstanding Contributions to
Music in America, is the speaker.
The School of Professional Studies in Business and
Education Undergraduate and Graduate Diploma Award
Ceremony will be held at 7:30 p.m. this evening on Garland
Field. Former Baltimore County Chief of Police and New
York City Chief of Patrol Cornelius J. "Neil" Behan is the
speaker. A reception follows immediately after the
ceremony.
The Bloomberg School of Public Health Diploma
Award Ceremony was held yesterday afternoon.
The G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering Master's
Diploma Ceremony was held last evening.
The Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars
The Society of Scholars was created on the recommendation of former president Milton S.
Eisenhower and approved by the University Board of Trustees on May 1, 1967. The society—the first of
its kind in the nation—inducts former postdoctoral fellows and junior or visiting faculty at Johns Hopkins
who have gained marked distinction in their fields of physical, biological, medical, social, or engineering
sciences or in the humanities and for whom at least five years have elapsed since their last Hopkins affiliation.
The Committee of the Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars, whose members are equally distributed among
the academic divisions, elects the scholars from the candidates nominated bv the academic divisions that
have programs for postdoctoral fellows. The scholars are invested at the time of Commencement,
Commemoration Day, or a similar occasion. At that time they are presented with a diploma and a medallion
on a black and gold ribbon to be worn with their academic robe.
There are currently 430 members in the Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars.
The following listing of the Society of Scholars members elected in 2002 is accompanied by a short
description of their accomplishments at the time of their election to the society.
Dr. Daniel J. Auerbach
San Jose, California
Best known for his work on the dynamical aspects of atomic and molecular interactions with solid
surfaces, Dr. Auerbach pioneered the application of molecular beam and laser techniques to surface science
problems, opening up exciting new areas of study. His research has spanned a broad range of topics in
atomic, molecular, and optical physics; chemical physics; surface chemistry; and condensed matter physics.
In addition to his scientific achievements, he has played an important management role at IBM, where he has
been involved in developing programs in magnetic storage, microelectronics, displays, and computation.
Dr. Robert M. Blizzard
Charlottesville, Virginia
Dr. Blizzard has made multiple significant contributions in the field of endocrinology. His careful
and systematic clinical studies of patients with autoimmune endocrine diseases enabled him to propose a
classification of polyglandular autoimmune diseases that is now internationally accepted. He has also
elucidated the critical role that growth hormone plays in childhood, adolescence, and aging. This work led
to the controversial notion, now generally accepted, that growth hormone replacement is necessary
throughout life.
Dr. Thomas A. Cehula
Washington, D. C.
With a strong and broad base in biochemistry, microbiology, immunology, and genetics, Dr. Cebula
is one of those rare investigators who have made important contributions in basic as well as applied research.
At the Food and Drug Administration, he has had a profound effect on public health issues In developing
molecular methods for the detection of pathogens in the environment and in the food supply.
Dr. Leland W.K. Chung
Atlanta, Georgia
An outstanding international leader in the field of urological research, Dr. Chung developed the first
model of human prostate cancer metastasis. This work has led to a new form of gene therapy for prostate
cancer that now is in clinical trials and shows great promise. A professor at Emory University, he has won
the Ben Rogers Award for Excellence in Research at the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, the State of Georgia
Distinguished Cancer Clinician and Scientist Award, and the prestigious Wu Jieping iMedical Science Award
from the Chinese government.
Dr. John F. Ferguson
Seattle, Washington
In the field of water quality engineering, Dr. Ferguson's research contributions span several areas,
including microbial and chemical processes in anaerobic treatment and advanced biological treatment
systems. His work on biological treatment processes for controlling hazardous wastes is providing treatment
options that promise to reduce the risks to the public and the environment. In addition to conducting
meritorious research, he is dedicated to teaching and working with students, many of whom will be among
the next generation of exemplary environmental engineers.
Dr. Mohamed Gad-el-Hak
Notre Dame, Indiana
Winner of the Alexander von Humboldt Prize, Germany's highest prize for U.S. scientists and
researchers, Dr. Gad-el-Hak is well known for advancing several important and novel diagnostic tools for
turbulent flows and for discovering the efficient mechanism by which a turbulent spot rapidly grows by
destabilizing a surrounding laminar flow. He has also worked on many other important flow problems and in
particular, most recently, in the new area of micro-fluid mechanics.
Dr. Ibrahim A. Gambari
New York, New York
In a long and distinguished career, Dr. Gambari has traveled widely and served with distinction as
both a diplomat and a scholar. Prior to joining the U.N. Secretariat, he was Nigeria's longest serving
ambassador/permanent representative to the United Nations. As a scholar, he has published a number of
books on foreign policy making, economics, and African politics, including Theory and Reality in Foreign Policy
Decision Making, which is an insightful account of his tenure as foreign minister of Nigeria. He has taught at
the Nitze School of Advanced International Studies, Georgetown, and the Brookings Institution and is the
founder of the Savannagh Centre for Diplomacy, a think tank in Nigeria devoted to analyzing and solving
problems in Africa.
Dr. Melvin M. Grumbach
San Francisco, California
As a leader in research on the hormonal control of growth and maturation, Dr. Grumbach has
studied the development and function of the human endocrine and neuroendocrine systems from fetal life
through puberty. His current research is focused on deciphering gene mutations that affect the growth and
maturation of bones as well as sexual development. He is also past president of the Endocrine Society, the
American Pediatric Society, and the Lawson Wilkins Pediatric Endocrine Society.
Dr. Willa A. Hsueh
Los Angeles, California
Dr. Hsueh directs a major research team investigating the impact of diabetes and other metabolic
factors on the cardiovascular system. Her projects span the spectrum of translational research from bench to
animal cage to bedside. She is highly respected and internationally recognized as having made important
contributions to the understanding of the metabolic pathways involved in the pathogenesis of atherosclerotic
vascular disease. She is also an accomplished medical educator and mentors junior faculty and fellows in
clinical and bench research.
Dr. Gerald A. Klassen
Centreville, Nova Scotia
Dr. Klassen is a major figure in Canadian medicine. He is a retired professor of medicine, chairman
of the Department of Physiology and Biophysics, and vice president for academic and research affairs at
Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia. A past president of the Canadian Society of Clinical Investigation, Dr.
Klassen holds several patents on instruments for medical research and presides over a company he founded
for their manufacture. He helped develop a method for studying regional myocardial mechanics in man, and
he developed a laser Doppler method for studies in the beating heart, with which he found that a major
determinant of myocardial blood flow is the folding of red blood cells by heart muscle cells.
Dr. Mark A. Klebanojf
Bethesda, Maryland
In work that is widely cited and which has had important implications on national policy,
Dr. Klebanoff has conducted epidemiologic research in maternal and child health, demonstrating that a
woman's own birth weight and gestational age affect the risk of low birth weight and preterm birth in her
offspring. He is also noted for his contributions to several randomized trials on the prevention of
preeclampsia and effects of the control of infection during pregnancy on preterm deliver) and low birth
weight. Dr. Klebanoff has worked for the National Institute of Child I lealth and 1 luman Development since




Dr. Romeo's research has been wide-ranging in the study of human genetics and genetic disorders
with almost 300 publications. He has organized a short course in medical genetics that is the European
equivalent of the Bar Harbor Course of Johns Hopkins and The Jackson Laboratory. At the University of
Bologna, he is developing an institute of genetic medicine to advance the fields of genetics and genomics in
Italy. A collaboration with the McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine at Hopkins promises to
forge another relationship ofJohns Hopkins with Bologna.
Dr. Larry Sargent
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Dr. Sargent has distinguished himself as an educator, surgeon, and mentor, and is one of the most
prominent program directors and craniofacial surgeons in the nation. While he was a resident in plastic
surgery, the technical superiority of his facial fracture repair results became known, and some of the original
work on complex facial fracture injury repair, orbital reconstruction, and nasoethmoid repair was written.
He is founder and director of the nationally recognized Tennessee Craniofacial Center, which is one of the
best known in the country for the excellence of its results. His skill as a surgeon and the technical excellence
of his results are acknowledged universally among plastic surgeons and serve as a standard for his profession.
He has also been active in the design of new equipment and techniques that benefit the entire community.
Dr. Barry Shane
Berkeley, California
Dr. Shane is internationally recognized for his groundbreaking research on folic acid and other
water-soluble vitamins. He and his research group have cloned many of the human genes encoding the key
enzymes in the regulation of folate-dependent one-carbon metabolism and have identified influences in these
genes that affect the risk of vascular disease, cancer, and birth defects. He has collaborated extensively with
epidemiologists to evaluate the public health implications of his findings. Dr. Shane is a recipient of the
Mead Johnson Award from the American Institute of Nutrition.
Dr. Lynne S. Wilcox
Atlanta, Georgia
Dr. Wilcox's research has focused on several women's reproductive health concerns, including the
effects of tubal sterilization on the health of women and the population variations in hysterectomy rates.
While she has made many contributions, she is best known for her work on the effect of assisted reproductive
technology on pregnancy and multiple birth risk. This work has gready contributed to understanding the








For the Degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters
Both an ending and a beginning, commencement can make the most grounded graduate feel cast adrift.
So it is comforting that you once said you didn't always know, even in college, what you wanted to be when you
grew up.
Eventually, you did decide, and we are all better for your choice. Over a distinguished career of more
than forty years, you have become the nation's professor of current events, transforming American living rooms
into your classroom every evening at the dinner hour.
You have been delivering the news, both good and bad, as anchor oiNBC Nightly Sens since most of
today's graduates were toddlers. When the Berlin Wall fell, you were the only anchor to show them the end of
the Cold War on live television. More than a decade later, you were there in the hours after the World Trade
Center fell, when our graduates' world again was changed forever.
Your special reports have been recognized with broadcasting's most prestigious honors, including the
Alfred I. DuPont and George Foster Peabody awards. Recently, you have won acclaim in another medium, for
your book The Greatest Generation. In these uncertain times, our young people would do well to heed that stirring
account of their grandparents' impact on history.
Thomas John Brokaw, statesman of broadcast journalism, in recognition of all you have taught today's
graduates about the world they now enter and will someday lead, The Johns Hopkins University is proud to





For the Degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters
When an unexpected telephone call came in 1985, you had already carved out a stellar career as a medical
researcher and administrator during twenty-eight years at The Rockefeller University. The caller asked ifyou
were interested in a new post as vice president and chief scientific officer at the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute. Seeing an opportunity to influence biomedical research on a broad scale, you accepted the challenge.
In 1987, you were elevated to president of the institute, one of the nation's most influential privatel) held
biomedical research organizations. Your thirteen-year tenure was marked by your thoughtful, yet tenacious,
approach to tough issues; your strong belief in building consensus; and your fairness, intellectual honest), ami
integrity. Under your careful leadership, the institute greatly accelerated its support tor biomedical research, new
laboratories, and science education. The roster of Howard I lughes Medical Institute investigators rose from
ninety-six researchers to three hundred thirty at more than seventy institutions.
The Johns Hopkins University has been one of the chief beneficiaries of the institute's support. Currently,
fourteen Johns I lopkins scientists are I toward I lughes investigators, enabling them to conduct cutting-edge
medical research to understand and develop treatments for cancer and other important disorders. In recent years,
the institute has also generously supported Johns I lopkins undergraduate education in the biological sciences.
Purnell W. Choppin, lor your distinguished philanthropic leadership and outstanding contributions to
medical research and education, The Johns I lopkins University is proud to confer upon vou the degree ot Doctor






For the Degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters
The pioneering Department of Art as Applied to Medicine at Johns Hopkins has had only four directors.
For forty of its ninety-one years, that director was a venerated teacher and extraordinary artist named Ranice
Winifred Crosby.
You were just twenty-seven, three years into your career, when the dean, Alan Chesney, asked you to lead
Art as Applied to Medicine. Over the decades that followed, you have been a guiding force in the department and
an inspiration for the entire profession of medical illustration.
You ensured the department's future by establishing its first accredited graduate degree program in 1958.
You kept alive the legacy of its legendary founder, Max Brodel, co-authoring his biography. You established an
archive featuring his work and that of other pioneers.
An excellent artist from the first, you have pushed to advance your field not only in artistic proficiency
but also in its value as a scholastic complement to the medical sciences. In gratitude, the Association of Medical
Illustrators, which you helped create and led for many years, gave you its Lifetime Achievement Award.
Today, as director emerita of the department, you are serving under your eighth medical school dean and
concluding your fifty-ninth year as a teacher. You have enhanced immeasurably the careers of hundreds of your
students and colleagues.
Ranice Winifred Crosby, for your enthusiastic, lifelong dedication to both the past and the future of






For the Degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters
Your powerful theoretical work in international economics has had direct and measurable impact in the
real world. You laid the groundwork for what ultimately would become the common currency of Europe, the
euro. You were a pioneer in increasing our understanding of monetary and fiscal policy mix; inflation, interest,
and growth; and a monetary approach to the balance of payments. In awarding you the 1999 Nobel Memorial
Prize in Economic Science, the Royal Swedish Academy said that your work had such far-reaching and lasting
impact because it "combines formal—but still accessible—analysis, intuitive interpretation, and results with
immediate policy application."
In a distinguished academic career, one of your earliest positions was at the Johns Hopkins Bologna
Center between 1959 and 1961. We are proud that you returned there as visiting AGIP Professor of Economics
in 1997, 1998, and 2000. You also have served on the staff of the International Monetary Fund and as an adviser
to the FMF, the World Bank, the United Nations, the Federal Reserve, and the European Commission, among
other important institutions.
Robert Mundell, in recognition of your immense and lasting contributions to the theory and practice of







For the Degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters
Orioles fans have seen ballplayers come and go. But they have known only one Iron Man. In your
twenty-three-year career, you became one of only seven players ever to record 3,000 hits and 400 home runs
(and who knows how many glasses of milk?). You played in 2,632 consecutive games, an astonishing, record-
smashing example of your dedication to the game, your teammates, the fans, and the Oriole Way.
At 6 feet 4 inches tall, you redefined the position of shortstop. And you stand tall in the community as
well. You and your family recently created the Cal Ripken Sr. Foundation, dedicated to teaching baseball to
underprivileged children and educating young people about the dangers of tobacco. To ensure youth baseball
always has a home, you are building a family-oriented complex in your hometown, Aberdeen, Maryland, including
six youth-sized stadiums for the more than 600,000 children playing in Cal Ripken Baseball leagues across the
world.
Those who have never turned a double play also benefit from your generosity. The Kelly and Cal Ripken
Jr. Foundation supports, among others, The Baltimore Reads Ripken Learning Center and The Kelly G. Ripken
Program at Johns Hopkins Hospital, which offers thyroid education and patient care. And after breaking Lou
Gehrig's "unbreakable" consecutive games record in 1995, you and the Orioles established The Johns Hopkins
ALS Cal Ripken Jr./Lou Gehrig Fund to find a cure for the neuromuscular disease that took Gehrig's life.
Cal Ripken Jr., you are the Iron Man both on and off the field, in Baltimore, and around the world, and
The Johns Hopkins University is proud to confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
Citation read by
Daniel B. Wright and Chih-Yung Chien
In Presenting
Jiang Shusheng
For the Degree ofDoctor ofHumane Letters
Presented at Nanjing University, May 19, 2002
Universities create knowledge for the world. They convey that knowledge to the next generation. They
lay the foundation for national development. They encourage the realization of human potential.
In all these roles, universities have been crucial to the historic advances of the Chinese people. And in all
these roles, Nanjing University has excelled. Its success is due in no small measure to your contributions as student,
pre-eminent scholar and scientist, and academic leader over more than forty of the university's hundred years.
As a scientist focusing on condensed matter physics, you have done groundbreaking work on dynamic
diffraction of X-rays in crystals. You have made your university one of China's leaders in the field, earning
numerous scientific awards.
As department chair, vice president, and now as the very model of a scholar-president, you have
promoted excellence across all disciplines and led Nanjing University into the ranks of the greatest institutions in
China. You have encouraged a renewal of China's rich intellectual traditions. As a member of the National
People's Congress, you have participated in reform of higher education and other aspects ot the nation's life. Ybu
have done all of this with characteristic diligence, true humility, good humor, and uncommon grace.
You also are strongly committed to a visionary partnership between your universit) and ours. The fruit ol
that partnership, the Hopkins-Nanjing Center for Chinese and American Studies, prepares those who will shape
the future ofU.S.-China relations. It has begun to foster new ami innovative research into that important
relationship. Your leadership and support make possible the center's vital work.
Jiang Shusheng, in recognition ofyour lasting impact on science, society, and the niv.u universit) whose
hundredth anniversary we now celebrate, The Johns I lopkms Universit) is proud to confer upon you the degree
of Doctor of 1 lumane Letters, honoris uiitsa.
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The University Mace
The University Mace carried by the Chief Marshal, Dr. Betsy M. Bryan, was first used at the 1954
Commemoration Day Ceremony. Eight symbols are hand-wrought in sterling silver on an ebony staff. The
symbols represent our cultural development from ancient times, through the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, to the modern era.
The Presidential Insignia
University President William R. Brody is wearing the Presidential Insignia signifying the authority
vested in the President by the Board of Trustees. It is a chain of sterling silver links worn around the neck.
Portraits ofJohns Hopkins University Presidents are engraved on the faces of the links. On the reverse are
engraved the names and dates of office of each President. Blank links for future use are included. The
University Seal completes the design.
Academic Garb
The custom of wearing academic dress stems from the Middle Ages, when scholars were also clerics
and wore the costume of their monastic order. The hood was originally a cowl attached to the gown, which
could be slipped over the head for warmth. The cap was originally round but has changed to the varieties we
see today.
The gown varies for the respective degrees. The Bachelor's gown is worn closed and can be
distinguished by its long, pointed sleeves. The Master's gown is designed to be open with the arms placed
through the slits at the elbows of the sleeves. The Doctor's gown, also worn open, has full, bell-shaped sleeves
with three horizontal bars stitched across the upper sleeve. There is a velvet panel draped around the neck
and stitched down the front edges. This velvet trimming may be either black or the same color as the velvet
border of the hood.
The hood also varies for the respective degrees. The Bachelor's and Master's hoods are the same
design, pointed at the base. The Bachelor's hood is three feet long; the Master's hood is three and one-half
feet long. The Doctor's hood is four feet long, of fuller shape, and rounded at the base. The hood is
bordered with velvet, the color of which indicates the field of study in which the Bachelor's, Master's, or






















The silk lining of the hood represents the institution which granted the degree. If more than one
degree is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree is worn. The Johns Hopkins University
has adopted an alternative costume to be used by all holding Johns Hopkins doctoral degrees, both earned
and honorary. The costume consists of a gold robe with front and side panels in sable velvet and a six-sided











Light blue, white University ofNorth Carolina








Red, white Cornell University
Cardinal Stanford University




Gold, blue University ofMichigan




Blue, white Howard University School ofDivinity
Red, white hidiana University













Gold, blue University of California at Los Angeles
Light blue, navy blue
—
Union Institute
Gold, blue United States International University
Gold, gray University of Colorado
Orange, white University ofManchester
Red University ofMaryland








Blue, gold University of Toledo

















The Zanvyl Krieger School of
Arts and Sciences and





In recognition of outstanding
efforts and accomplishments on
behalf of the A.S.M.E. Student
Section
Awarded to Roty Nicholas Thomas
Roberto R. Arellano Award
For excellence in writing by a
Writing Seminars undergraduate




For outstanding effort in
research in Biomedical
Engineering




For outstanding service to the
academic community
Awarded to Shikha Mishra
James F. Bell Award












Engineering by a graduating
senior
Awarded to Michael Lee Parham
M\ry Farrell Camerer
Award
For excellence in writing by a
Writing Seminars undergraduate
Awarded to Victor Mark Mungen
eugenio and patricia
Castillo Award
To the best first- or second-
year student in Economics
Awarded to Xiaoguo Hu
Civtl Engineering Award
For outstanding achievement by




James S. Coleman Award
This award was established by
the Department of Sociology in
1994 in honor of Dr. James S.
Coleman, the first chair of the
department. The award is for
outstanding academic
achievement by a senior
majoring in sociology and is
presented at graduation.
Awarded to Soon-Yoit Kwon
Outstanding Double Major
Award from the Department
of Computer Science
For outstanding achievement in






To a senior for a demonstrated
record of academic excellence,





from the Department of
Computer Science
For outstanding achievement in
combining diverse studies with
computer science




For outstanding work to benefit






Award from the Department
of Computer Science
For outstanding effort in
assisting with the teaching of
our courses
Awarded to Benjamin Maritz
Outstanding Research
Award from the Department
of Computer Science










G. Stanley Hall Prize
For outstanding achievement by
an undergraduate in Psychology
Awarded to AlexisJoy Kant
Max Hochschild Fund
The prize is awarded annually
to the undergraduate student in
Economics who has shown
great promise and proficiency
in this field.
Awarded to Joshua David Lustig
Jacob H. Hollander Prize
For excellence in writing by a
Writing Seminars undergraduate
Awarded to Mark Andrew Zipp
The Three Arts Club of
Homeland Award
For excellence in writing by a
Writing Seminars undergraduate
Awarded toAndrrw Hill O'Bannon
William H. Huggins Award
For outstanding service and
academic achievement by a
senior in Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Awarded to Tina Louise Thontpson








Donald E. Kerr Memorial
Medal
To the outstanding






The Martin and Mary
Kilpatrick Prize






Martin G. Larrabee Award
For undergraduate research in





The Eugene Leake Award
For outstanding achievement in
the Homewood Art Workshops
Awarded to Bonnie Gar-Mon Chen
Danny Lee Award
For outstanding undergraduate
research in Biomedical Sciences
Awarded to Lora Rebecca Pearbnan
Emily and Thomas Marin
Scholar Award
Established in 1998 in support
of undergraduate students





Ernest M. Marks Award
In recognition of excellence in
instruction and research in
Chemistry




achievement by a graduating
senior in Materials Science and
Engineering







Award for Excellence in
Teaching
For outstanding teaching
performance by a student in the
Mathematical Sciences
Department during the year 2002
Awarded to Beryl Castello
William D. McElroy Award
For meritorious research
conducted by an undergraduate
in the Biological Sciences
Awarded to KiBem Kim
American Legion Award
Awarded to the ROTC cadet
who demonstrated outstanding
qualities in military leadership,
discipline, character and
citizenship
Awarded to Erhan Bedestani
Department of the Army
Superior Cadet Award
Awarded to the ROTC cadet
who ranks highest on the
university Order of Merit list
and demonstrates exceptional
officer potential




qualities of leadership, high
moral character, noteworthy
academic achievement, and







Awarded to the most out-
standing graduating ROTC
cadet who has demonstrated
those leadership and scholastic
qualities that epitomize the
career of General George C.
Marshall
Awarded to Marc Hale Hohman
President's Saber
The President's Saber is
awarded to the ROTC cadet
who has made the most
significant contribution to the
Johns I Iopkins University
ROTC battalion and reflects
those leadership characteristics
required <>l an Army officer.
Awarded to Sell Sachin Pnikasb
U.S. Army Officer
Commission
The following students earned a
United States Army commission
through successful completion













Charles A. Miller Award






Awarded to Pamela Pei
David S. Olton Award
For outstanding achievement in
independent research by an
undergraduate in Psychology
Awarded to Holly Anne Pippin
Robert B. Pond Sr.
Achievemi \i Award




commitment to scholarly anil
humane values
Jointly awarded to
Melody Pacifico . Igustm
Julia Marie Deneen
Prf.su )l \ l's COMMl NDATION
mk \( mi \i \u \ i i\ mi Arts
lor outstanding contributions
to the arts in tin- Johns 1 [opkins
community b) a graduating
senior
Awarded to Ivana . tmaris I augbn
The Curt P. Richter Award
in Behwioral Biology
Research
In recognition of outstanding
achievement in the David S.
Olton Behavioral Biology
Program
Awarded to Elliott Mattbrd- Hirsch
The Sarah and Adolph
roseman achie\tme\t award
In recognition of outstanding
accomplishment in Chemistry
Awarded to Ian M. Wasser
Diane O'Connor Salazar
Award
For promise and accomplish-
ments in Chemistry research
Awarded to Sarae Bausch
Gerard H. Schlimm Award
For exceptional accomplishment
by a student in Civil Engineering
Awarded to Wei Duo Li
Julian C. Stanley Award
For the undergraduate
Psychology major who most
closely approximates
Dr. Stanley's personal and
professional standards of
excellence
Awarded to Rachel Deborah Freed
J.J. SYLVESTER AWARD
For outstanding achievement bj
a senior in Mathematics
Awarded to MichaelJ. Cordon
Robert w. Tucker Aw \ki>
for the most distinguished




Jt I ll s It RN1 R 1'ki/i
for the most distinguished








by an undergraduate in the
Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Awarded to Wesley Hoke Sjnitk
Lev Wilkinson Award
For demonstrated record of
academic excellence, leadership,
and service in Chemical








PRIZE in woodwinds: bassoon
Awarded to Andrea Sematoske
Clinton Lee Arrowood
PRIZE in woodwinds: flute
Awarded to Suh Young Park






















P. Bruce Blair Award in
composition
Awarded to Jason Allen
The George Castelle

















































Awarded to Hye-Young Kang






PRIZE in woodwinds: clarinet
Awarded to 1-Fei Chen
Britton Johnson Memorial




Josef Kaspar Award in strings:
violin
Awarded to Simon Lapointe
Gustav Klemm Award in
composition
Awarded to Russell Nadel
Lillian Howard Mann












Awarded to Judah Adashi





Olga Von Hartz Owens




Harold Randolph Prize in
performance
Awarded to Gwendolyn Burgett
Randolph S. Rothschild
Award in composition
Awarded to Allyson Covino
Alice and Leary Taylor
PRIZE in performance
Awarded to Alan Carr
Melissa Tiller Memorial
PRIZE in strings: violin
Awarded to Valerie Li
Francis M. Wentz Turner
Memorial Prize in piano
Awarded to Yueh-Ling Lee













Frank D. Willis Memorial
Prize in composition
Awarded to Richard Lake
















In recognition of the highest






To a student who most
successfully demonstrates
initiative and creativity in
improving the health of a
community with sensitivity to
one's fellow man
Awarded to Jennifer K. Klein
Betty Cuthbert Award
To a student who demonstrates
outstanding commitment and




The Mary and Grainger
Marburg Award




Awarded to Richard Erling Mutts
Robert g. Merrick Award
To a student demonstrating
outstanding leadership in the
field cil nursing
Awarded to Rajushrcc Koppolu
Ruth Dale Ogilby Award
In recognition of exceptional








To a student demonstrating
excellence in clinical practice
Awarded to Shannon Rae Micheel
Joan Sutton Award
To a student demonstrating




Awarded to Karen Amy Mathiesen
Academic Excellence Award
To a student whose academic






Church Home and Hospital
Nursing Alumnae Award
Recognizes a student who best
exemplifies a humanistic
approach to nursing while






Recognizes a student whose
leadership ability is combined







To a graduate student
demonstrating expertise in
professional nursing practice
and patient centered health care
delivery
Awarded to Mary Beth Gerasch
Sigma Theta Tau Nu Beta
Chapter Award
To a graduate nursing student








To a student who exhibits
enthusiasm, compassion, and a
positive approach to problem
solving in nursing




To a graduate nursing student
demonstrating outstanding




Studies in Business and
Education
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship
Key
In the Division of Business and
Management for the highest
grade point average in the
undergraduate program
Awarded to Gary Alan Corso
Kim \rdJ. Si EGMAN, ( !P V
Mi moriai Award
This award is presented each
year to students who graduate
with a 4.0 grade point average
and receive a Master of Science









Florence Wee Ming Tan
Diane Tobin Award
Awarded annually to an
outstanding alumna/us in
education and to an outstanding
student in General Education
or the Master of Arts in
Teaching Program
Awarded to Liliana Garcia
Wall Street Journal Award
In the Division of Business and
Management for outstanding
scholarship in the undergraduate
programs and exceptional
promise of future success
Awarded to
Timothy Craig Parham
Bachelor of Science i\
Interdisciplinary Studies





The Henry Strong Di nison
Scholarship
The I ienry Strong Denison
Fund for Medical Research in
memory of I Ienry Strong
Denison, M.D., 1 ( >0S. is used
for the specific purpose oi
aiding in the Draining tor
research oi young people
deemed In the Medical Facultj
to be especially gifted for .1







The Paul Ehrlich Research
Awards
The Paul Ehrlich Awards were
established to honor Dr. Paul
Ehrlich with funding originally
granted by Dr. Emmanuel
Libman. The awards, which
recognize student research
contributions, are presented each










The Sol GoldiMan Award
The Sol Goldman Award is
given annually to a Johns
Hopkins medical student who is
recognized by the faculty of the
Department of Medicine,
Division of Geriatric Medicine
and Gerontology, for excellence
in geriatrics and for exceptional
sensitivity to older patients.
This award is made possible by
an endowment given by the
family of Sol Goldman to









The memory of Dr. Harold
Lamport, a distinguished
investigator, is honored by this








The David Isr\el M\cht
Research Award
The David Israel Macht
Memorial Prize was established
in 1983 by the family of
Dr. Macht to commemorate
the centenary of his birth.
Dr. Macht was a member of the
faculty of the Departments of
Pharmacology and Medicine in
the early part of this century
and was a pioneer investigator
in the field of opiate alkaloids.
The prize is intended to
recognize excellence in





The Martin and Carol
Macht Research Award
The Martin and Carol Macht
Research Prize is awarded to a
doctoral candidate whose
research evidences elegance in
science, originality in thought
and creativity in approach. The
prize was made possible by a
donation from the Machts of
Cincinnati, Ohio. The late
Martin Macht, who earned his
medical degree and doctorate at
Hopkins, was a professor of
medicine and psychiatry at the
University of Cincinnati. Carol










Company makes a yearly award
to that student in the second
year of the School of Medicine
who is judged by classmates to
have made the greatest




The Fr\nklin Paine M\ll
Prize in Anatomy
The Franklin Paine Mall Prize
in Anatomy established by
Dr. Miley B. Weston, an
alumnus of the School of
Medicine, is given in the name
of Franklin Paine Mall, the first
Professor of Anatomy in the
School of Medicine.
Awarded to
Kent Ronald Nilsson Jr.
The Hans Joaquim
Prochaska Research Prize
The Hans Joaquim Prochaska
Research Prize was established
in 1998 to honor outstanding




The Ivor and Colette
Royston Award
This award, which recognizes
student research contributions,
was made possible by a
generous donation from the
San Diego Foundation Ivor and
Colette Royston Fund at the
recommendation of Dr. Ivor
Royston and Mrs. Colette
Royston.
Awarded to Hyungjoon Chun
The Mette Strand
Research Award
The Mette Strand Research
Prize was established in 1998 as
an enduring legacy to graduate
education and to honor the
contributions to science and
education made by Dr. Strand
as a Professor of Pharmacology
and Molecular Sciences from
1977 until her untimely death
in 1997. The award is made
possible by the generous
contributions of her colleagues
and friends as a tribute to her
contribution to humanity in the
quest for a vaccine against
schistosomiasis, her unyielding
devotion to science, and her
role in the training of a




The W. Barry Wood
Student Research Award
The W. Barry Wood Student
Research Award recognizes





The Bloomberg School of
Public Health
J. Howard Beard Award
To an outstanding student
pursuing a career in local or
state public health work
Awarded to Joann Kim
Dr. Henry K. and Lola Beye
Scholarship
To an outstanding International
Health student with a medical
degree
Awarded to Yandong Qiang
Ruth B. and J. Douglas
Colman Scholarship
To an outstanding preventive
medicine resident
Awarded to Tom T. Shimabukuro
The Eskridge Family
Student Support Fund for
International Students
To an outstanding international
student
Awarded to Cesar Gavidia
Ch\rles D. Flagle Award
To recognize outstanding
research in the area of health
services research






To an outstanding preventive
medicine resident
Awarded to Jason M.M. Spangler
The Howard C. and Jane R.
Goodman Fund
To an outstanding Master of
Public Health student
Awarded to Daniel Mudrick




To a graduating student in
Population and Family Health






The John C. Hume
Doctoral Award
To recognize significant
doctoral research in Health
Policy and Management
Awarded to Mary Garza
The John C. Hume Fund for
Academic Excellence and
Promise in a Master of
Public Health Student
To a graduate for academic
excellence and professional
promise
Awarded to Ziacl Gellad
The Morton Kramer Fund
for the Application of
BlOSTATISTICS AND
Epidemiology in Research
on the Prevention and
Control of Mental
Disorders
To an outstanding doctoral
student in the Department of
Mental Hygiene dedicated to
advancing knowledge of the
epidemiology and prevention of
mental disorders




To an outstanding student
whose work holds promise for
preventing cancers that relate
to women
Awarded to Shehnaz Hussain
The Margaret Merrell
Fund
To a Biostatistics doctoral





The Ruth Rice Puffer Fund
for International Student
Support
To an outstanding student who
is not a U. S. citizen
Awarded to Francisco Armada
The R. Br\dley Sack Family
Scholarship Award
To an outstanding doctoral
student studying infectious
disease in the developing world
Awarded to Luke Mullany
The Paul H. Nitze School of
Advanced International Studies
William C. Foster Award
To a second-year student for
sound scholarship and a record
of leadership and distinguished
service to SAIS exemplary of
the high qualities of integrity,










To the member of the second-
year class with the most
outstanding record during the
first year




Phi Beta Kappa is the nation's
oldest and most prestigious
undergraduate honors
organization. To gain election
students must have excelled in
a broad array of undergraduate
courses in the arts and sciences
offered at one of the 249
colleges and universities in the
United States that are
sufficiendy rigorous and
intellectually challenging to
shelter a Phi Beta Kappa
chapter, which was founded at
the College of William and
Mary in 1776. The Hopkins
chapter was founded in 1895.
From the Senior Class in
The Zanvyl Krieger School





































































































































From the Senior Class in
The Zanvyl Krieger School














From the Senior Class in
The Zanvyl Krieger School




From the Ph.D. Candidates











From the M.D. Candidates






From the Ph.D. Candidates













offers a select group of
undergraduates in the Krieger
School of Arts and Sciences
the opportunity to explore new
avenues of inquiry alongside
and with the guidance of
scholar-teacher Mentors whose
own research is at the cutting
edge of their disciplines.
Selection of Fellows is based
on academic merit and the
strength of applicants'
proposals for independent
research. Students have the
Fellowship for the entire
length of their undergraduate




graduating its first class of
researchers; these 10 seniors
are part of the inaugural class













Tan Beta Pi National
Engineering Honor Society























































Az.ecm I lanif Sherali
Mohammad Vbbas Yaseen
Robert Paul Yashinski Jr.
Alpha Omega Alpha Honor
Medical Society
The Alpha Chapter of
Maryland was established at
The Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine in 1906.
Medical students with out-
standing records are elected to
membership in their senior
year. The following members
of the graduating class have
































I lui- Mint; ( !hung
( IhristopherJames ( lonners
Rita I.. Abboud Donaldson
Alina 1 [adjian Dorian
David Weslej 1 )owdj
Mats \inliis I'nk Ik
Sarah Moot) Freeh







































Kristina So Yon Yu-Isenberg
Graduates inducted into
Delta ( )mega .is alumni:
William N. Checkley




Juliana Esibuaba 1 artej
( rraduate inducted mi"




International Honor Society of
Nursing
The following graduate





James B. Bryant Jr.
Holly C. Calvert

















































































Alpha Sigma Lambda is a
national honor society for
undergraduates in continuing
higher education and is
dedicated to the advancement
of scholarship and leadership.
Membership in the Theta
Omicron Chapter is open to
matriculated undergraduates
who have attended the School
of Professional Studies in
Business and Education for at
least four semesters and have
completed at least 30 credits in
the School of Professional
Studies in Business and
Education with a 3.2 grade
point average.
The following members of the
graduating class are members







Kathleen Bea Watts Ziolkowski
Delta Sigma Pi
The Delta Sigma Pi, Chi
Chapter, established in 1922,
sponsors professional, social,
and community service
activities, as well as regional
and national Delta Sigma Pi
conferences. Upon
graduation, Delta Sigs may
continue their participation
through the Baltimore Alumni
Chapter, one of the oldest and
largest alumni chapters in the
country.
The follow members of the
graduating class are members














were determined at the end of
March 2002 for students who
had achieved a cumulative
Johns Hopkins University
G.P.A. of 3.5 or higher.
Students earning this honor at
the end of the spring 2002
semester will have that


















































































Rana Farouk I Iamdy
Melissa Rose Hanham
Rebecca Catherine I Ianna
Jason John Harburger
Tanya Tehmina llashim
David R. I lay
I' lliot Matthew Ilirsch
Karen Genevieve Ilirsch
Frieda Ann I [offinan
Mm I [ale I lohman















































Pamela Samantha Leu is
Elaine Lin
Jennifer 1 1. Lin
Steven Ujraham I ipstein
1 >avid Liska
( lindj Meng I Km Liu


































Lora Rebecca Pea rim an









Elizabeth 1 lolmes Renaut
Katie Marie Ridgwaj
Kira Robinson-Kates



















































































































































































































































































The Zanvyl Krieger School of
Arts and Sciences
































Alex Chia Chang, Neuroscience
Bonnie Gar-Mon Chen,
Biology














Arthur J. Esswein, Chemistry
Richard Todd Evans, Physics
Lionel Dean Foster,
Writing Seminars




























Jonie Jen-Yu Hsiao, Chemistiy
Cindy Hsing-Liang Hsu,
Biology




Histoiy of Science, Medicine,
and Technology
Ranee Jaber, Writing Seminars
Eileen Jain, Spanish
TeHsun Juang, Physics
Sharon L. Jue, Physics







Keli Nicole Kolegraff, Spanish

































Valerie Jean Mikles, Physics






Physics and Writing Seminars
John Alexander Baldwin
O'Callaghan, Chemistry
Adam Pappas, Political Science
Jane Shin Park,
1 1 ritmg Seminars
1 .dim Rebecca lV.uiman.
Biology
I itt.un Anne Piecewicz,
International Studies


































Histoiy ofArt and French
Arvind Iyengar Srinath,
Chemistiy
Mar}' Regina Stahley, Biophysics
Walker Alan Starling,




































* Please note that some students
are not listed as receiving
Departmental Honors because
this program had to go to press
before receiving notification
from the departments.








BA. in Humanistic Studies
Kathryn Patricia Carr,
BA. in Humanistic Studies
Matthew James Hudock,
BA. in Humanistic Studies
Steven Abraham Lipstein,
BA. in Humanistic Studies
Samuel Jacob Spinner,




Rachel Lyn Van Kirk,














































































































































































































* Please note that so?ne students
are not listed as receiving
Departmental Honors because






Studies in Business and
Education



































































































































































Bachelors of Science in
Chemical Engineering














Bachelors of Science in
Civil Engineering





















































































Robert Paul Yashinski Jr.
Skye C. Zovak
Bachelors of Science in
Electrical Engineering




























































Justin Michael < rliptis










































I [yun Woo Yoon
Bachelors ofArts in
Geography
















Bachelors of Science in Biology












Bachelors of Science in Physics






Luciannc W.uUi.mi \\ .ilkoutc/
31
Bachelors ofArts







































































Katherine Leah Correll Blumoff
Rachel Hunter Bobroff
Matthew Edward Boccia
William Frederick Bollinger Jr.
Amy Jo Bolyard













































































Donald Ford Davis II
Arkaprava Deb












































































































Frieda Ann I Ioffman
Marc I lale I lohman
Ryan Lincl I lolak
Laura Claire I Iollis





Shannon Pu-Shan I Isu
Frank I Iuang
Henry Wen I Iuang
Tyler Matthew I Iudish
Matthew James I ludock
Christina Eleni I luffman











































































































Pamela Samantha Lev is
^ vonne ( )hee-on Li
Vicente Ufbnso Licona ( <ort6s
Jeremy Michael Lift
























































Johanna I <eigh Morton


























































































































































































































































Ezekiel Alan Bailey, Guitar
Leigh Katherine Bender,
Trumpet
Emily Anne Bowes, Harp
Courtney Rene Brown,
Clarinet
Katarzyna Anna Bugaj, Viola





Yoon Nah Cho, Violoncello






Victor de Almeida, Viola
Sandra M. del Cid, Flute
Hilary Catherine Demske,
Piano
Armen Dohanian III, Tuba
Darlene Ellen F.nke, Oboe
Victoria Helene Fabinski,
Music Education




Joel Gabriel Frisch, Percussion
Hsin-I Alice Fu, Piano
Margarita Glebov, Piano
Justin Eric Godoy, Composition
Kaila Rebecca Graef, Violin
Lindsay Guaman,
Music Education
Elizabeth S. Hanna, Piano
Ramsey Davis Harvard,
Double Bass
Gyju Eunice Hong, Piano
Chih-Jung Hsu, Violin
Shawn Fredrick Johnson,
Recording Arts and Sciences












Jonathan William Korth, Piano
M. Paxson Laird, Trumpet
Erica Austin Leavell, Violoncello
KyungMi Lee, Elute








Walter J. McTigert III,
Double Bass
Erik Graham Meyer, Organ
Melissa Ann Moore, Violoncello
Eleanor Anne Norton,
I loloncelio
Jae Yeon Park, Composition
Jeong In Park, Piano
Allyson Nichol Partin, Horn









Shannon Young Shin, Clarinet
Jesse Rav Sloane, Percussion
Evan Ross Solomon, Clarinet
Sara Spieth, Violoncello
Noah Stone, Voice

































































































Jessica I )ibbon Wolti

































































































































































































































































































































The School of Professional




































































































Tayhm ( revrek, Investments
Donna L. Hall,
Business of Medicine
Charity \\ oish.im I l.uut.
Investments
Leslie ( looper I [arris,
Hopkins Leadership
I development Program
\m\ \1. I lelsel,
Business oj Medicine
( Ihristopher 1 [yde I leslin,
Investments








































































































































































































James G. L. Smith,
Hopkins Leadership
Development Program
Maria Soler, Business ofMedicine
Supinya Sribhoga, Investments
Jon Stuart St. Onge,
Information and
Telecommunication Systems


























































Autis-m and Other Pervasive
Developmental Disorders
MaryAnn Bliss,








Autism and Other Pervasive
Developmental Disorders
Mary Jane Coluzzi,














































Technology for Multimedia &
Internet-Based Instruction
( larrie A. Kochan,
Teaching with Technologyfor













































Teaching in Higher Education
Adriane Price-Brown,
Effective Teaching of Reading
kristen Mara Rank,
Education of Students with




Richard K. Rogers Jr.,
Administration and Supervision
Marcia Faj Schechter,
. Ub/unistration and Supervision
Marcie A. Schein,

















Autism and Other Pervasive
Developmental Disorders
Eugene Henry Whiting Jr.,
Administration and Supervision
Amy Clarke Whitney,
Technology for Multi?nedia &
Internet-Based Instruction
Brenda Lee Williamson,










The School of Professional












Kumaj i VIcKie Vl.ims,
Information and
I elecommunication S\ (ferns
\9
Bolanle Adeniran, Business












































Dennis M. Bailey, Management
Nancy M. Bailey, Counseling



























Pamela Lynn Bayles, Education
Robert Ernest Beaumier,
Education



























































Kevin Brand, Special Education
Thomas Albert Brault,
Real Estate





















Sean Francis Bruce, Real Estate














Chin Suk Byun, Counseling

























































































Mary Jane Coluzzi, Education
James Patrick Connaughton,
Business
Bryan Craig Cook, Marketing




I [elene M. Coplan, Counseling
























Mary Shimek Del Bianco,
Education






Terri Hyde Dezell, Counseling
Kathleen M. Dezio, Marketing
Krista Carlson Di Iaconi,
Real Estate






Telecom in iinnation Systems








Joseph W. Donato Jr.,
Real Estate








Joanna S. Dove, Education
















































ami 1 1ama ii Resources























Anne M. Gagne, Marketing
Ellen Lane Gagnon, Education






















Vincent Clark ( Jaj ,
.Management
\nn \1. ( Jeisinger,
Organization Development
and Human Resmi







Cecilia Rose Giese, Counseling














Uriel Z. Goffin, Education
Julie Anne Golan-Jamsa,
Counseling
William Joseph Goodwin Jr.,
Management



















Philip Fred Grow, Real Estate
Mary Eule Guerra, Marketing
Paul Edward Haber III,
Information and
Telecommunication Systems































Eric B. Harris, Education
Joy Renae Harris, Education
Maureen Sue Harris, Education
Paula Mervyne Harris,
Education


























































































Dariel James, Information and
Teleconnnunication Systems



























Jessica A. Jones, Counseling













































Lynn Sung Kim, Business










H. Suha Kocabal, Business
















































Jamie P. Lee, Real Estate





























Barbara A. Loughlin, Education















Sally Lynn Magulick, Education





























I.on Ann Mauzy, Counseling











































































Dexter N. Mohr, Education
Pamela Dawn Mold, Education





































































Jean Suzann No, Counseling










Kayoko Oishi, Special Education







































































































Wendy Beth Rosen, Education
Yvonne Marie Rossbach,
Business
Wendy R. Rouget, Education


























Alison Beth Santay, Business
Joseph Andrew Sargent,
Education















Tracy Lyn Schoene, Education






































































Patrick (). Smith, Management
Samantha Shay Smith,
Marketing
Richard Carroll Smith Sr.,
Management

























































I il.n.i S. I .miry,
Information and
Telecommunication Systems





































































Leslie A. Van Brandt,
Special Education



































































































Wendy Lee Wilson, Education


















































































































































































































Melanie Dee I lagan
Maria Elise Hahn
Eric Anthony I [ale
Charity Worsham 1 [anil
Rebecca Pauline 1 lanst
I (i iv Lee I lannon
I Iarriet Carter I [arrison
J«.hn Mark Hart






























Steven Edward Jones Jr.






















Scott Michael 1 .aslej
John Lau


















































Peter Sean Merhetm Ke.iU
Joshua \. Meyers
Nina I svetanova Mihaylova
Allen R. Miller
Jeffrej Man Miller


















































































































































































August Mason Zephir Jr.
Liuyi Zhang
Fei Zhong
Masters ofArts in Teaching
The School ofProfessional






























































































































































































Leonie Jacoba van Hemert













I is. i \nn Zang
Michael Walter Zimmerman












































Judy W. Khoury, Counseling
Naomi Lea Kochen, Counseling
.It- Risk Youth
Marguerite Petanella 1 aban,
Counseling
Marguerite Petanella I aban,
. Iddhtwns Counseling
\l.u\ I ouise 1 \<>n. ( 'ounseling
Jennifej ( Meyer,
















Studies in Business and
Education











F. Mina Klein, Counseling
Lisa Wolner, Counseling



























Jennifer Joy Blake Lahti
Catherine A. Laugesen









































Brenda Nicole Atzinger, Voice













Chad Michael Freeburg, Opera












Rafael M. Padron, Guitar
Johanna Gutierrez Paez, Viola
Joo-Young Park, Violin
Hye Jin Roh, Bassoon
Brian Theodore Sacawa,
Saxophone
Jae Eun Shin, Voice
Raul Soot, Jazz












Yoon Young Bae, Violin
Troy Kyle Bast, Violin
Jeremy Christian Blossey, Voice
Amy Y. Bonn, Voice
Thomas Edward Cheezum II,
Wind Conducting
Fang-I Chen, Viola











Lisa Malkanthi de Alwis,
Musicology
Lisa Malkanthi de Alwis, Piano
Frederick Carl Dole,
Double Bass










Vincent P. Fiorillo, Violoncello
Brian Anthony Fleming, Guitar
Christine Elaine Fong, Oboe








Asher Jeffrey Haines, Trombone
Hilary Kay Hart, Horn
Richard Joseph Hauf,
Music Education
Steven Andrew Hensley, Voice
Max Harold Hollander, Oboe
Michele Renee Imes, Voice
Amy S.Jackson, Flute
Charly Denise Jackson, Bassoon
Douglas Jameson, Violoncello
Elizabeth M. Johnson, Violin
Scott Anthony Jones, Saxophone





Lois Hyunju Kim, Piano
Min Jae Kim, Violin
Shannon Kiser, Voice
Nicholas John Leonard Klein,
Theory Pedagogy
Beverly Ann Kline, Voice













Meg Earnhardt Linker, Bassoon
John H. Littlejohn, Violin
Monica Lugo, Violin
Justin Albano MacLean, Violin
Karl William MacMillan,
Computer Music/Research
Stephanie Anne Marr, Flute
Sujin Yi Matthews,
Theory Pedagogy
Mary Jessica McGee, Viola
Christine Kavanagh Miller,
Voice
Delandria Geniece Mills, Flute
Yu Kyung Julia Oh,
Piano/Pedagogy
Suh Young Park, Flute
Thomas J. Rankin, Composition
Carolyn Jean Reidy, Flute
Tabitha Nan Reist, Harp
Ryan de Ryke, Voice
Galina Sakhnovskaya, Voice
Darralyn Ann Scott, Voice
Brigita Lee Sebald, Bassoon
Arsenia Bea Soto, Voice





Ian Trevis Wheatley, I lolin
































Elizabeth Claire Dees, Clinical
Investigation













Julie B. I lerbstman,
Epidemiology
Scott J. I lof'I'man, Molecular
Microbiology and Immunology

























Melanie Lena Anne Rusch,
Epidemiology
Jessica Sparrin Salamone,
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Studies in Business and
Education
Gabrielle Elena Miller, Special
Education. The Effects of an
Internet-Based Career
Exploration Strategy on the
Ability of Students with ED
to Find, Evaluate, and
Communicate Career
Interests.
Pamela Ruth Miller, Special
Education. The Effect of
Frequent Computer Play on
Eye-Hand Coordination
Skills of Young Children
with Spina Bifida.
Janet Preis, Special Education.
The Effect of Picture
Communication Symbols on
the Verbal Comprehension
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Metal Transporter (DMT1)
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States.
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Quality of Life, Patients and
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Control Study of Hepatitis
C Virus Infection and Non-
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Characterizing Prosthetic
Device Use and Satisfaction,
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Prevalence and Treatment
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Study of Serum IGE Levels
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Health. The Effect of
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Infection and Behavioral
Risk Factors Among
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Policy and Management.
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Cancer and Mutations in the
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(HFE) Gene.
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Hygiene. The Impact of
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Problems and the Risk of
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Evidence from the Cache
County Study.
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Advanced International
Studies
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National Identity in North
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Industry: A Look at Rentier
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NHE3.
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Drosophila Oogenesis.
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the Humoral and Cellular
Mechanisms of Alphavirus
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an Elusive Receptor.
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Hydride Transfer.
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Analysis of Evolution and
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Human Genetics. The Role
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Associates with RNA














and Genetics. Studies on the
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IB-Binding Proteins in Hair
Cells.
Tarek M. Fahmy, Prog-am in
Molecular Biophysics.
Activation Induced T Cell
Membrane Reorganization:
A Mechanism for Sensing
Low Density of Antigen.
Patricia Marie Finkenstadt,
Neuroscience. Characterization
of the Translin/Trax RNA
Binding Complex.
Amit Golding, Cellular and
Molecular Medicine. The
Nucleosome As a Potential
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and Their Interactions with
DNA.
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Molecular Medicine. Dynamic
Regulation of Neuronal
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Ning Zhang, Biochemistry,
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Absorbing Nature of Black
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Van Xuan Hong Nguyen,
Chemical Engineering.
Pattern Formation by Small




Science. Gene Finding in
Eukaryotes.
Bryan James Pfister, Materials
Science and Engineering. An
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III-V Quantum Wells.
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Biology. Evaluation of the
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Eric R. Baker, German.
Atomism and the Sublime:
On the Reception of
Epicurus and Lucretius in
the Aesthetics of Edmund
Burke, Kant, and Schiller.
Kelly Barn, German. The Play
of Poetry: Spiel as \estheiic
Concept and Literary Figure.
Sus.mna Barsella, Romance
Languages ami Literatures.
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Antiquity to Boccaccio.
( fuj Ben-Porat, Political
Science. Globalization, Peace,




Social Theory, Politics, and
the Novel in Victorian
England.
Jacqueline M. Best, Political
Science. Economies of
Uncertainty: The Politics of
Ambiguity in International
Financial Governance.
Kim Eric Bettcher, Political
Science. Factionalism and the
Adaptation of Dominant
Parties: Japan's Liberal
















Germany and the United
States before Wolrd War I.
Simone Carol Burger Robin.
Near Eastern Studies. Late
Ramesside Three
Dimensional Royal St.itu.in
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and Scattering.
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Moral Autonomy and the
Military.
Frances M. Clarke, History.
Sentimental Bonds:
Suffering, Sacrifice, and








Modifications to Both the




Social Economy and British
Literary Form, 1831-1867.
Robert Ernest Desrochers Jr.,
Histoiy. Every Picture Tells
a Story: Slavery and Print in
Eighteenth-Century New
England.
Frances Dickey, English. Other
Minds: Skepticism,
Pragmatism, and Dramatic







in the American Metropolis.
Yang Ding, Eaith and Planetaiy
Sciences. Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Study on Bornite and
Impactite.
Christine Sorrell Dinkins,








Abime Structure in the





Religious Body: Facets of
Asceticism in the Latin West.
Hilary Jane Englert, English.
The Work and the Book:




Classics. Lucan's ADe Bello
CiviliA and the AOffensio
NeronisA Revisited.
Dori Jean Farthing, Earth and
Planetaiy Sciences. The
Mineralogy of Tin Slags.
Ian Graham Finlay, Philosophy.
"Truth is Militant": John
Stuart Mill's Social Science
and His Moral and Political
Philosophy.
Paul Fleming, German. The
Dissonant Whole: Jean
Paul's Polyphonic Prose.
Thomas Alan Foster, History.
Sex and the Eighteenth-
Century Man: Anglo-
American Discourses of Sex
and Manliness in
Massachusetts, 1690-1765.











Biology. The Role of the
Drosophila Follicular




Lordship: Efforts of the
Consulate of Toulouse to
Retain Autonomy under
Capetian Rule (ca. 1229—
1315).
Christopher Clifford Gee,
Biology. Machete, a Drosophila
Serine Protease That
Promotes Tumor Invasion.
Reza Arman Ghiladi, Chemistry.
Dioxygen Reactivity of Small
Molecule Synthetic Analgues






Julie Marie Goodliffe, Biology.
Machete, a Drosophila Serine
Protease That Promotes
Tumor Invasion.
Corina E. Goulden, Political


















Morten Steen Hansen, Histoiy
ofArt. The Art of Hubris;




a New World: Charleston,
Artisans and the Trans-







Gang He, Physics and
Astronomy. Simulation




Economics. Skills, Labor, and




Rosenzweig and Derrida on
the Nation of Philosophy.
Kristi Jean Humphreys,
Chemistry. Recognition and
Oxidative Strand Scission of










Biology. In vitro Analysis of
RNA in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae.
Irene Kabala, Histoiy ofArt.
Medieval Decorated
Refectories in France, Italy,
and England until 1250.
Amelia Kalant, Political Science.
Boundaries, Native
Belonging and Myths of
Postcolonial Nationhood:
Making the Canadian Crisis
at Oka, 1990.
Mara Laura Keire, Histoiy.
Vice in American Cities,
1890-1925.
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Kerri Anne Kerr, Sociology.
Easing the Transition: The
Effect of School Organiza-
tion on Ninth Grade Success
Frederick E. Klaits,
Anthropology. Housing the
Spirit, Hearing the Voice:
Care, Kinship, and Faith in
Botswana during the Time
ofAIDS.
Joanna Klink, Humanities. Paul




Science. The Role of Lexical
Ambiguity in the Production
of Subject-Verb Agreement.




and Culture in the
Enlightenment. 1660-1789.







Girls" and "Cowardly, Bad
Men": Gender and Family
in Indian-White Relations









History ofAit. The Dilemma
of Painting in the 1824
Salon: A New Interpretation
of Eugene Delacroix's
Career.
C. Griffith Mann, Histoiy of
Art. From Creation to the
End ofTime: The Nave
Frescoes of San
Gimignano's Collegiata and




















Economics. The Efficacy of
the Simulation Method for
Predicting the Price Effects




History. "Native Arts" and
Empire: The "Renovation"
of Artisanal Production in
French Colonial North
Africa, 1900-1939.








O'Sullivan, Biology. In vivo





Rina Palumbo, Histoiy. The
Boundaries of Empire:
Writing, Authority, and the
Feudal Imaginary in Forging
the British Atlantic
Community, ca. 1580-167°.
Davide Panagia, Politcal Science.
Images of Political Thought:
Judgment, ( )pinion and
Politics.
Casey John Papovich, Physics
and Astronomy. On the
Nature of the Stellar










MHC class I assembly and
export from the ER imaged
by flourescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET).
Rebecca Jo Plant, History. The







"En belle forme de livre":
Les metamorphoses de
l'auteur a l'aube de la
Renaissance.
Sara Lynn Preisig, Romance
Languages and Literatures.
Coherence in Miscellany:














Biology. Dynactin is Required
tor Multiple Aspects if
Microtubule Organization.
Timothy Allen Rainey, History.
Buffalo Soldiers m \trica:
I he Liberian Frontier Force










Eric Paul Rice, Anthropology.








america: Mario de Andrade
y Roberto Arlt.
Jill Claudia Rusin, Philosophy.
Skepticism and Epistemic
Agency.





















Chadd Erik Smith, Physics end
Astronomy. Search tor
Gluion Pair Production
I sing I <ike-Sign I op
Dilepton Events.
Julie Kathleen Smith. Economics.
Fssays on Core Inflation.
Sarah I 'hornell South. />W
Hum, in Genetics. Peroxisome
S\ nthesis in the Absence oi
Preexisting Peroxisomes
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Elias T. Spiliotis, Biology. ER
Quality Control ofMHC
Class I Assembly: Visions of
Intra-membrane Chaos and
Order.
Judd Darren Stitziel, Histoiy.
Fashioning Socialism:
Clothing, Politics, and
Consumer Culture in East
Germany, 1953-1971.
Karen Benay Stupski, History of
Science, Medicine, and
Technology. Waste, Wealth,
and Public Health: Recycling
Human Excrement in the
New England and Mid-
Aclantic States, 1820-1900.
Randal Crawford Telfer,
Physics and Astronomy. The
Extreme Ultra-violet
Continuum of Quasi-Stellar
Objects and the Ionization
of the Intergalactic Medium.
Owen Clayton Thomas,
Che?tiistiy. Understanding
the Electronic Structure of
Metal Containing Clusters.
Akinori Tomohara, Economics.
Corporate Tax Policy and
Intra-Firm Trade of
Multinational Companies.













Triangles in a Decade of
Reform: The Restructuring
of the Veterans' Health Care.
David Carrico Wood, History.
Voting the Millones in
Segovis: Republic, Kingdom
and Conscience in Hapsburg
Castile, 1590-1621.
Hemin Yang, Mathematics.








Federico Garcia Lorca as
Cultural Icon.
Junfu Zhang, Economics. An
Evolutionary Approach to
Residential Segregation.
Qing Zhang, Physics and
Astronomy. Formation and











Zhong Zhao, Economics. Two
Essays in Social Program
Evaluation.
Sergei Ivanovich Zhuk, Histoiy.
Russia's Lost Reformation:
Peasants and Radical
Religious Sects in Southern
Russia and Ukraine,
1830-1905.
Michael J. Zieg, Earth and
Planetaiy Science. Cooling





Office of the Registrar
75 Garland Hall / 3400 N. Charles Street
Baltimore MD 21218-2688
410-516-8080 July 2002
For those who use the Commencement Program as an official record of the awarding of degrees, please note the
following changes to the 2002 Commencement Program:



























Delete: Nicholas Detsch, International Studies
Tiffany Piecewicz, International Studies
2. General Honors (Engineering) Page 26
























3. Bachelors of Science in Biomedical Engineering (Engineering) Page 29
Delete: Brian Myung Shin
Anand Viswanathan
4. Bachelors of Science in Computer Science (Engineering) Page 30-3
1
Add: Michael Reyes Tabernero
Delete: Rifat R. Chowdhury
Julian L. Svirsky
5. Bachelors of Arts in Computer Science (Engineering) Page 3
1
Add: Claudius Li
Delete: Tad Richard Moskawa
Katherine Marie Royal
Hyun Woo Yoon





7. Bachelors of Science in Physics (Arts and Sciences) Page 31
Add: Benjamin Charles Legeyt
Delete: Jeffrey Samuel Arkles
8. Bachelor of Arts (Arts and Sciences) Page 32 - 35











Delete: Sinan Sadi Arkin















William Jerome Miller Michael Am Spector
Sung Chong Nam Brian Dayid Trombino
Michelle Anastasia Polley Manoj Palissery Unni
Constantine Roufanis Mark Allan Verber
Helen Emily Rule Jeremy Don Walrath
Chantelle Tara Crompton Ammanuel Yohannes
Schofield Lua Kamai Yuille
Marshall Jeffrey Shieh
9. Performers Certificate (Peabody) Page 35
Add: Rachel Elizabeth Zephir, Trumpet
10. Bachelor of Music (Peabody) Page 35
Add: Jason Harris Rosoff, Percussion
Delete: Victor de Almeida, Viola
Chih Jung Hsu, Violin
Rachel Elizabeth Zephir, Music Education
11. Bachelors of Science (School of Nursing - July 2002) Page 35
Add: Danielle Marie Ranno
Name Change: Lorie Diane Tan to Lorie Diane Ridgely
12. Undergraduate Certificates (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 36
Add: Anthony Stramella, Information Technology Foundations
13. Bachelor of Science (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Pages 36 - 37
Delete. Cynthia Toussaint
14. Graduate Certificates in Business (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Pages 37 - 39




15. Graduate Certificates in Education (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 39
Add: Joanna Epstein. Gifted Education, Administration Supervision
Jeanne Bertina Hudnell, Administration Supervision
Deann Michelle Johnson, Administration Supervision
Delete: Deborah Denisc Howard
16. Master of Science (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Pages 39-46





Jamie Smoller. Special Education
Omari Todd Education
Angela Rebecca Watkins, Education
Andrew Womack, Education
Delete: Victor Arotimi


















17. Masters of Business Administration (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 45-48
Add: Duncan Laurence Barry
Thomas R Tovey
Delete: Christopher J. Blakeslee
Stella Guillen
Akiva Melmed
18. Master of Arts in Teaching (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 48 -49


































Char Lynn Jendayi Robinson
Zakeya Tiomaya Sackor Brandy Buddemeyer Schwartz
Arthur Andrew Satti, III Rachel Elizabeth Solomon
Paraskevi Sawides-Gellerson Omari Marcus Todd
Sandra J. Schmidt Denise R Winkfield
Kimberly Leigh Schreder Andrew Wesley Womack
19. Post -Master's Certificates in Education (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 49 - 50
Add: Catherine Valentin, Counseling
20. Certificates in Advaned Graduate Study (School of Professional Studies in Business and Education) Page 50
Delete: F. Mina Klein
21. Masters of Science in Nursing (Nursing) Page 50
Add: Julia Lombard Venuti
Delete: Nancy Louise Brownlow
Holly Ann Villepique
22. Graduate Performance Diploma (Peabody) Page 50
Add: Jennifer Anschel, Viola
Lesley Yi Chen, Violin
Marvin Mills, Organ
Delete: Oscar Bustillo, Conducting
Stephen Brock Fanning, Guitar
Brian Theodore Sacawa, Saxaphone
23. Masters of Music (Peabody) Page 50
Add: Ye Sook Lee Sun, Computer Music
Delete: Thomas Edward Cheezum II, Wind Conducting
Lisa Malkanthi de Alwis, Musicology
Christopher Dennis Dunn, Guitar
Steven Andrew Hensley, Voice
Nicholas John Leonard Klein, Theory Pedagogy
Chrisitne Kavanagh Miller, Voice
24. Masters of Health Science (Public Health) Page 51-53
Delete: Rozalin Davoodnia Kyahn Reza Kamali
Jennifer Lynn Greenlaw Christopher Baxter Pierce
25. Masters of Public Health (Public Health) Page 53 - 54
Delete: Adenrele Bamidele Fabayo
Note: Geetanjali Chandler, Chandler should be Chander (Page 53)
Catherine Chanfreau de Roquefevil, Roquefevil should be Roqaefeuil
26. Master of International Public Policy (School of Advanced International Studies) Page 54
Add: Eleanor Bedford




27. Masters of Arts in International Affairs (School of Advanced International Studies) Page 54
Delete: Francisco Xavier Pablo da Silva Torres




















29. Masters of Civil Engineering (Engineering) Page 56












Carl George Von Fuchs
John M. Wiatt, in
Maria Ver6nica Yepez Gabela
Saba Workagene Zeleke
30. Masters of Environmental Engineering (Engineering) Page 56
Add: Collette Ann Broussard
6
31. Masters of Science (Engineering) Pages 56-61
Add: Uri V. Bogdano
Delete: David Scott Alexander, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Timothy Andryszak, Systems Engineering
Domenic Jason Antinucci, Information Systems and Technology
John Robert Argilan, Systems Engineering
William Barry Aucoin, Systems Engineering
Yvette Ramos Banks, Systems Engineering
Mark David Bittenbender, Systems Engineering
Robert B.J. Boakai, Systems Engineering
Collette Ann Broussard, Environmental Engineering
Yuk Chan, Computer Science
Bernard Francis Dittman, Systems Engineering
Allen Jerome Driver, Systems Engineering
John Allen Freeman, Systems Engineering
Brian Charles Hall, Systems Engineering
Yong Chan Ham, Applied Biomedical Engmeerng
Tina Marie Higgins, Computer Science
Jill Marie Holz, Applied Physics
Ted Hui Chuan Hsieh, Information Systems and Technology
Ravish Kadekar Kumar, Computer Sceince
J. Marcel LeBlanc, Systems Engineering
William Davis Lee, Applied Physics
Kelvin Preston Medlock, Systems Engineering
Iverson Stephen Melvin, Systems Engineering
James Kevin Needles, Computer Science
Matthew C. Paradise, Systems Engineering
Patrick Robert Perusse, Systems Engineering
David John Prestel, Systems Engineering
Lorenzo Gogue Quichocho, Systems Engineering
Carl Vincent Ryba, Technical Management
Yasir Saleem, Computer Science
Christine Shannon Smith, Environmental Engineering
Richard Lynn Snyder, Systems Engineering
Thomas John Strei, Jr., Systems Engineering
Jinmei Tian , Computer Science
Matthew Rohe Young, Systems Engineering
32. Post Master's Advanced Certificates (Engineering) Page 61
Delete: Paul Louis Schapiro, Information Systems and Technology
33. Masters of Science in Engineering (Engineering) Pages 61-62
Delete: Michael Kent Grant, Computer Science
Sang Wook Hong, Computer Science
Arun Arasa Kumar, Computer Science
Xianfang Liu, Computer Science
Shaoing Xiao, Computer Science
Heng Zhang, Computer Science
34. Masters of Arts (Arts and Sciences) Page 62 -64
Add: Brandon John Cord, Neuroscience
Hyun Shen, Chemistry
Delete: Jeffrey Samuel Arkles, Biophysics
Catherine Patricia Batza, History
Yaa Aboagyewa Kumah. Biophysics
Onora Tayati Lien, Sociology
Yingyi Ma, Sociology
Patrick Provost-Smith, History
Scott James Rufolo, Near Eastern Studies
35. Masters of Science in Biotechnology (Arts and Sciences) Page 64
Add: Amy M. Mitchell
Delete: Rehannah Holga
Andrea Borup
36. Masters of Science in Developmental Psychology (Arts and Sciences) Page 64
Delete: Martha Ellen Martin
37. Master of Arts in Government (Arts and Sciences) Page 65
Add: Shannon Freshour Samuel Wilson
Joseph B. Smith
Delete: Barbara Ann Allen William Henry Garcia
Frederick Bielke Tara Dawn Wade
Jeffrey Allan Danchenko Jerald Henry Walz
Barbara Floyd Clint Edward Williamson
38. Masters of Liberal Arts (Arts and Sciences) Page 64
Add: Jeffrey B. Alhadeff
Delete: Laura Leigh Sroka Robert Allan Steinberg
39. Doctors of Musical Arts (Peabody) Page 66
Add: Shirley Hsiao-Ni Pan, Piano
Delete: George Andrew Sprengelmeyer, Guitar
40. Doctors of Philosophy (Engineering) Page 72
Add: Bruno Figueroa, Chemical Engineering
Jennifer Ricklin, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Jonathan Robert Stanton, Computer Science


JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY
